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Abstract

This paper presents a vision-based model-free long-
term tracking algorithm to be used on-board au-
tonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) for long dura-
tion marine animal observation missions. During un-
derwater tracking missions, drifting and losing track of
targets after they leave the field of view are two ma-
jor problems with state-of-the-art tracking algorithms.
To achieve the long-term tracking goal, the proposed
method gained drift resistance and target re-capturing
ability by combining the merits of two mature short-
term trackers: stereo blob tracking and discriminative
correlation filter (DCF). In our approach, stereo blob
tracking acts as complementary supervision to correct
drift and to guide DCF to learn target appearances on-
line before any tracking interruptions. The target infor-
mation learned is then used to help re-capture the target
after a tracking failure. In our experiments on field
data, compared to running DCF alone, running the
proposed augmented tracker increased average bound-
ing box accuracy by 45% and eliminated drift-caused
tracking failures. Our tracking algorithm also achieved
86% target re-capturing success.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Marine biologists primarily rely on short-range
videos collected by underwater vehicles to study the
behavior of gelatinous ocean animals. Most of these
data are currently collected using human-piloted re-
motely operated vehicles (ROVs) equipped with sci-
ence cameras to film the animals in situ. However,
since observing time is limited for human piloted mis-
sions, prolonged tracking and filming for more than
24 hours requires an autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) equipped with a position-based visual servoing
system that uses vision algorithms to recognize and lo-
calize targets in camera images. Additionally, for long-
term tracking, the vision algorithm needs to be able to
re-identify targets after temporarily losing them. The
challenges in target recognition come from the many
possible target appearances that result from deforma-
tion and change of perspective. Offline machine learn-
ing classification models [1] are showing great promise

for discerning the target; however, their performance is
limited to targets in the existing data base. A model-
free tracker that learns the target appearance online
offers flexibility in tracking additional targets of op-
portunity.

1.2 Related Work

Many tracking algorithms have demonstrated good
short-term performance when tracking deformable tar-
gets. One of them is 3D stereo tracking based on blob
detection [2,3], which has been used on tracking under-
water animals for decades [1,4,5]. Stereo blob tracking
works well when the target is consistently in view be-
cause it does not drift, and it can adapt to a wide range
of size and appearance variations. However, under dis-
ruptive circumstances such as when a target is occluded
or temporarily leaves the field of view, the blob tracking
algorithm has limited ability to re-identify the target.
Some efforts have been made to assist the target identi-
fication process, such as training a primitive target fea-
ture vector [6], taking advantage of stereo separation
during occlusion, and propagating the last seen world-
frame position of the target. Such practices demon-
strated success in tracking a single siphonophore fully
autonomously for five hours [1].

Another algorithm that has performed well in short-
term tracking of deformable targets is the discrimina-
tive correlation filter (DCF) [7–10]. DCF is one of
the two dominating short-term tracking branches in
current visual tracking literature, occupying 68% of
submissions in the 2020 Visual Object Tracking chal-
lenge [11]. Compared to SiameseNet-based methods
[12] (the other popular branch) that generally require
GPUs with large memory, most DCF-based methods
run real-time using a regular CPU, which is desirable
for underwater tracking missions with limited on-board
computational resources. In addition, frequent updates
offer DCF trackers some adaptability to a target’s ap-
pearance change. However, monocular DCF trackers
are known to drift under illumination changes, target
deformation, and various other factors. The drift often
deteriorates for long duration tracking. DCF trackers
are also subject to limited target recovery capability
after disruptive events.

There are many model-free long-term tracking algo-
rithms, including TLD [13] from a decade ago and the
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newly introduced SiameseNet-based long-term track-
ers [14]. Moreover, authors in [15–17] showed that long-
term tracking can be achieved by augmenting DCF
with an extra online-trained appearance model for re-
detection. Particularly, LCT [15] trained a random-
fern classifier; LCMHT [16] trained an SVM classifier;
MUSTer [17] kept a long-term memory that supported
SIFT keypoint matching and RANSAC estimation.
More recently, FuCoLoT [18] proposed to use DCF
for both tracking and re-detection, removing the neces-
sity of training an extra classifier. However, long-term
tracking of deformable targets remains a challenge, and
the potential of correlation filters (CFs) in target re-
identification is still relatively under-explored.

1.3 Contribution

This paper presents a vision-based approach that
demonstrates preliminary success on field data for long
duration tracking of underwater animals. (1) We in-
troduce a method to integrate stereo blob tracking and
DCF tracking that exploits the stereo blob tracker’s re-
liability in the absence of interruptions and the under-
explored potential of CFs in target re-identification.
(2) We propose a target re-identification logic based
on template matching which uses CFs. The identifi-
cation process utilizes proposals from the stereo blob
tracker to focus queries on salient regions, instead of
performing an image-wide search and detection as in
[18]. Moreover, unlike traditionally measuring the sim-
ilarity between the features of the template image and
the query image, we used a score metric that measures
the similarity between the two response maps that re-
sult from performing correlation operations on each of
the two images with the same CF. This score met-
ric, inspired by [19], conveniently reuses mechanically-
produced CFs for re-identification, and thus avoids us-
ing an extra feature encoder. (3) Rather than updat-
ing the CFs at a set of fixed frequencies as in [18], the
proposed approach constructs a long-term memory of
target appearance by selectively storing CF templates,
which is especially useful for targets with large appear-
ance variation. The process of storing templates is also
supervised by the stereo blob tracker to ensure location
accuracy, thus effectively mitigating the drift problem
in DCF tracking.

2 The Augmented Tracker

The presented long-term tracker: Augmented Chan-
nel and Spatial Reliability Discriminative Correaltion
Filter (ACSRDCF) uses CSR-DCF [9] as the base
short-term DCF tracker and fuses it with a stereo blob
tracker similar to the one in [1]. ACSRDCF adds
a long-term memory component and a mode switch-
ing functionality between normal tracking and active
search. Fig. 1 summarizes the tracking logic of AC-
SRDCF.

Figure 1. ACSRDCF high-level tracking logic

2.1 Normal tracking mode

After initialization, normal tracking is the default
mode in which the stereo blob tracker and the DCF
tracker run in parallel. At every frame, the DCF
tracker updates the CF while the blob tracker makes
stereo and temporal associations using the Hungarian
algorithm. In addition, the long-term memory H is
generated by storing CF templates that are reliable
and unique. This is accomplished in two steps:

Check reliability and make correction: The
stereo blob tracking result is accepted as a reliable
reference when the blob association cost is low
and tracking interruptions are absent. The DCF
tracker’s bounding box is corrected to match the
stereo blob tracker’s bounding box when the latter
is reliable and the intersection over union (IoU)
between the two bounding boxes falls below a
given threshold. The IoU for two bounding boxes

A and B is defined as IoU(A,B) = area(A∩B)
area(A∪B) .

Check redundancy and memorize: Memorizing
the current template is considered necessary (not
redundant) when all templates currently in H fail
to identify the current reliably tracked target.
When necessary, H memorizes a new template,
which contains the current CF, fhist(r) (the
normalized histogram of the response map r that
results from correlating the CF with the image),
and associated stereo tracking information.

2.2 Active search mode

The proposed tracker transitions from normal track-
ing mode to active search mode when a tracking failure
is detected under interruptions. At any frame in the
search mode, blob detection provides candidates to be
identified. First, blob candidates that fall outside of a
given size range are eliminated. Next, detection confi-
dence scores are computed for all blob candidates us-
ing the memories learned in the normal tracking mode.
Last, the algorithm makes decisions on whether to re-
initialize tracking or to continue searching based on
computed scores. Specifically:

Detect tracking failure: The proposed tracker en-
ters uncertain status when the blob association



cost rises above a given threshold and the Peak-to-
Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) [18,19] of the response map r
falls below the adaptive threshold computed from
the average PSR of recent frames. Tracking failure
is detected after persistent uncertain status.

Eliminate by size: The true target size range is pro-
portional to the pixel width w and height h in
the image and inversely proportional to the or-
thogonal distance d between the camera plane
and the target. We only keep blobs that meet
0.8 < 1

2 ( wdet

wtemp
+ hdet

htemp
) ddet

dtemp
< 1.2 with any tem-

plate in H, where subscript det, temp denote “de-
tection” and “template”, respectively.

Compute detection confidence score: Ideally,
when the query image is similar to the template
image, the distribution of the response of the
two images correlating with the same CF should
also be similar. The Jensen Shannon Divergence
(JSD) can be used to measure similarity between
fhist(rdet) (the normalized histogram of the query
response map) and fhist(rtemp) (the normalized
histogram of the template response map), and
this measurement can then be used to infer simi-
larity between the query image and the template
image [19]. A lower JSD(fhist(rdet)||fhist(rtemp))
indicates a better query-template match. Mean-
while, high max(rdet) and high PSRrdet often
indicate a higher detection confidence [18]. The
overall confidence score of the detection i match-
ing template j is proposed as: Sij = PSRri ·
exp(−k · JSD(fhist(ri)||fhist(rj))) · max(ri),
where k is a scalar constant that scales the
importance of JSD in S. The detection confidence
score for blob i is max(Sij),∀j.

Make decision: If the highest detection confidence
score among the blob candidates exceeds a given
threshold, normal tracking re-initializes at the
blob with the highest score; otherwise the search
continues.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data and hardware

The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested
on data previously collected by an ROV in a five-hour
semi-autonomous ocean dive. We extracted eight video
clips that each continually followed a target for at least
one minute. The true target locations were manually
annotated once every 100 frames. These annotated
frames act as anchor checkpoints for tracking evalu-
ation. The extracted data contain 61680 images (or
35 min of video). The data cover five tracked targets
and numerous encountered species while following the
main target. Furthermore, to demonstrate the ability

of the proposed algorithm to recover lock on a lost tar-
get, three videos were generated by partially cropping
the original camera view to simulate scenarios where
the animal leaves the field of view and later returns.
We implemented the proposed ACSRDCF tracker in
MATLAB, and performed all the experiments on an
Intel i7-9750H CPU (2.6 GHz) with 16 GB RAM.

Figure 2. Underwater animals in current data.
First five: tracked targets; Last three: examples
of other species encountered during tracking

3.2 Evaluation of performance agianst drift

We compared ACSRDCF with CSR-DCF [9], which
ACSRDCF is based on, and FuCoLoT [18], which is
a top-performing long-term DCF tracker according to
[20], using their publicly available source code. We
ran all three algorithms on eight long duration track-
ing videos. At every annotated anchor frame, we com-
pared each tracker’s IoU with the ground truth which
we later referred to as the accuracy. A tracker was con-
sidered to fail when the accuracy fell below 0.2, then
the failed tracker would be reinitialized. No failure
was observed for ACSRDCF, compared to 19 and 20
failures for CSR-DCF and FuCoLoT respectively. The
ACSRDCF accuracy averaged over 0.9 while the accu-
racy of CSR-DCF and FuCoLoT averaged around 0.45.
To visually compare robustness, we adapted the ro-

bustness indicator e−L
F0.2/N introduced in [21], which

can be interpreted as the probability of the tracker con-
tinuously tracking the target for over L checkpoints. N
denotes the video sequence length and F0.2 is the num-
ber of failures. As shown in Fig. 3, where one data
point marks the performance on one video clip, the pro-
posed tracker performed considerably better in terms
of both accuracy and robustness on all eight video clips,
indicating significant drift mitigation in long duration
tracking.

3.3 Evaluation of re-detection performance

First, the rate of correct target recognition on
annotated images using long-term memory built with
different amount of training information was recorded
in Table 1. As expected, the overall recognition rate



Figure 3. Accuracy vs. ro-
bustness visualization. An
ideal performance should
have both accuracy and
robustness close to 1.

Figure 4. Screenshots of successful tracking recovery of ACSRDCF. Each
row shows screenshots before the target goes out of view (left), when the
target is out of view (middle), and when the target comes back in view
(right). Black box: cropped field of view. Red: ACSRDCF result. Cyan:
CSR-DCF result. Magenta: FuCoLoT result. In these two samples where
ACSRDCF demonstrated recovery success, CSR-DCF showed no recovery
ability, and FuCoLoT reported false positives and false negatives.

Table 1. Correct target recognition rate after dif-
ferent amount of observation time

Recognition
rate

Portion of video observed
33.3% 66.7% 100%

range [.28 .88] [.30 .88] [.65 .9]
mean±std. .52±.22 .64±.20 .80±.12

increases with more training time. However, the rate
of increase is closely associated with the diversity of
target profiles seen during training. In cases when
the target remains still, more observing time does not
yield more information.

Second, we compared the target re-acquisition
performance of ACSRDCF with CSR-DCF [9] and
FuCoLoT [18] on targets being temporarily out of
view. All algorithms were evaluated on the three
generated videos with cropped fields of view. Besides
running ACSRDCF regularly by starting with an
empty memory, we also ran the same ACSRDCF
algorithm but starting with a target memory pre-
viously learned from the whole video. The latter
run is called ACSRDCF(oracle), which serves as
an upper bound for ACSRDCF performance when
given adequate chance to observe the target. Table
2 records the number of successful re-detection, as
well as precision, recall, F-score defined in [20], and
running speed in Frames-Per-Second (FPS). Our tests
suggest that ACSRDCF obtains the ability to recover
tracking after an observation time as short as three
seconds. Running ACSRDCF with evolving memory
achieved 86% re-detection success, which kept up
with the success rate of running ACSRDCF(oracle)
(100%). As shown in Table 2, ACSRDCF performed
better in all listed metrics compared to CSR-DCF and

Table 2. Long-term tracking performance evalua-
tion on out of view challenge

Re-detection Pr Re F FPS
CSR-DCF 0/35 0.02 0.03 0.02 8.7
FuCoLoT 23/35 0.80 0.66 0.73 5.4

ACSRDCF 30/35 0.99 0.73 0.84 5.2
ACSRDCF

(oracle) 35/35 0.99 0.97 0.98 5.2

FuCoLoT, while only running marginally slower. Fig.4
shows samples of successful recoveries when running
ACSRDCF on two different animals.

4 Conclusion

We proposed a model-free long-term single object
tracker that gained its long-term tracking ability by
integrating two mature short-term trackers. Particu-
larly, the target re-detection functionality is achieved
by building a long-term correlation filter memory us-
ing the stereo blob tracker as supervision during steady
tracking. On field data, the proposed method demon-
strated improved robustness against drift and promis-
ing target re-detection success against out of view
events. These findings suggest potential of the pro-
posed method in the application of long duration track-
ing of underwater animals. However, the proposed al-
gorithm’s performance against other challenging sce-
narios, such as full occlusion and complicated multi-
objects dynamics, still needs to be investigated in the
future. Future work also includes regulating the long-
term memory size and improving template efficiency.
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